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Above
Your Compressor Officer with his
family in the pool, after a TryDive

Left
Your Compressor’s grandson after the
Tr Dive

Vickki Collins (her partner David Battisson qualified last year ) the other
Trainee is Rob Danby.
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Many years ago, at an AGM meeting, someone passed wind
very loudly,
Without looking up the chairman, Richard Jaques Turner said
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“Are you passing a motion?”

Ted Cavill said
“I must be dislectic with rope”
I had to go to hid place to splice a new painter on his boat.

Don

I;m sorry that I;ve not been around but the DVLA have taken
my driving license off me. Diabetes you know.
Don

ANOTHER BURTON STORY

We were in Aberdaron, North Wales
We launched our boat down the slip right next to the pub. The tide
was in and the launch was easy.
Much later in the day we returned the tide was out and the water’s
edge was now a long way down the beech. We managed to get the
trailer down the beech and got the boat on but only succeeded in
gaiting stuck in the sand
However, a quick think !
John backed his Landrover on to the quite steep ramp alongside the
pub.
I fastened a long rope onto the trailer and brought the loose end to
the Landrover/
I took a complete turn around the towball and hung on whilst John
drove up the ramp. The trailer with boat moved up the beech about
twenty feet.
The Rover backed down and I pulled the rope to take up the slack.
We repeated this operation about ten times until the trailer (with
boat) arrive at the bottom of the slip,
It was at this time that we noticed we had a spectator - the village
bobby.
He spoke in a lovely Welsh accent
“Very bloody c;ever, but if you try to do that in the holiday
weekend, I’ll have the balls off you.”

Don

